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Enid 
loved it 
funny fresh timely topical 
important conversations to be had 
debut novel… can’t wait to see what comes next 

Peter 
oh god she’s going to die 
how low can this go 
not gloomy at all 
can’t stand her aunt 
woman she does like is a disaster 
all of a sudden it turns around 
moxie is amazing 
the way the characters turn into wonderful people 
a little too coincidental… got a little bit overly intricate 

Comment:  GET TO KNOW PEOPLE… 
everybody has a story 
too common that you get characters who are wooden and have only one thing to 
contribute 

Cathy 
chose not to finish it 
three people in cancer treatment 
not want to go there 
remind of Trickster Drift 
characters deeper than the surface appearance 
probably go back to it later to finish 

Julie 
really enjoyed it 
loved the characters 
funny slightly strange 
loved the concept of the hearing powers - I believe in it 
non-verbal ways of understanding people 
clever that she could write a book that you knew she was going to die but it was 
OK 
you accept it the way she accepted it 
really good job of putting reader into the mindset of the characters 
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it’s the journey that matters 

Robbie 
loved the first 50 pages 
fantastic cutting wit 
she plays the Toronto and Cape Breton stereotypes so well… and digs at them 
then you go through the middle - the slog of the book 
the final transition is too fast - no growth - maybe that the magical ism of the 
book 
that piece not sit well for me 

?:  IS THAT BECAUSE SHE NEW AUTHOR?? 
?:  SPEAK TO NEED FOR EDITING?? 

Joanna 
also happen too fast 
couldn’t forgive that fast 
liked WIlly Gimp from the start 
genuine and honest 
certainly not forgive Shar as fast as she does 
contrast - the masks of Toronto vs the labels of Cape Breton that are put upon 
you 
neither is really very healthy for your personal growth pr for community 
got some of it - i.e. asks WIlly do you mind if we call you Gimp 
he could talk to Star when she was crazy - he could enter someone else’s world 
and bring her/them back 
missed opportunities 

Comment:  BUT MAYBE THAT REALITY OF death… no time… things 
are rushed 
no time 
nothing focus the mind like the ultimate deadline (death) 
if you’re going to forgive someone then you gotta do it 

Wendy 
mixed feelings 
came to like it more 
had trouble getting into it 
loved the use of humour 
liked the way she illustrated so graphically taking what on the surface seemed 
dysfunctional family and community and see the magic in it 
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that’s where growth happens 
found that the death seemed abrupt 
see the forgiveness of Char and Allie - they dealing with mental health challenges 
Char over the top - not totally believable character 

Michelle 
Loved that Crow saw people’s auras.  
She was bold in doing what she wanted to do.  
Liked the ending.   
Thought (and kinda hoped!) she might be miraculously cured but that would 
have been trite. 

Trickster Drift 
it is that CB vs TO thing 
think of aboriginal community around Kitimat 
could you set that story in TO? or does it have to be where it is? 

this almost makes a better short story 
Stuart McLean can do it 
think of Emile… homeless guy Morley lends books to 
two different ways that communities oppress you but embrace you 

Doctor 
Choco-Doc - never called to her face 
setting up the labels piece 
that’s a country thing - lots of people with the same name - need a way to 
differentiate them 

Spoof of sales community in Toronto 
health food drinks that make her sick 

the auras 
magical 
really good at giving you a hint of what’s coming next 
no surprises 
her uncle - who also has the same gift - the rainbows of pregnancy… she’s going 
to run unto Becky CHickenshit… my mind was already going there 
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Char - her paternity 
it not matter who her Dad was 
‘don’t mistake your relations for family’ - sharp observation 
that whole reveal confirmed that - needed to demonstrate that it didn’t matter 
we are sisters - it doesn’t matter 
it’s a very fine line that divides us 

what is the main theme or message of the book 
family 
community - you can go home again 
we’ve all got this crazy cast of characters in our lives 
labels are what make you belong - these labels are also oppressive - this makes 
you belong, but also dictates your life 
she escaped because of these labels - she returns and gets slotted right back in 
in TO she got to choose her labels 

masks we adopt - labels that are put on us 

coming to terms with death 
razor sharp wit - esp the start of the book 
‘Cat did the same thing… hauling ass home… flawed analogy… you’re doing the 
opposite’ 

‘some people escape the trappings… by slipping into shadows or darkness… 
others hide in plain sight’ 

hard to relate to books about family 
only child - not a large family 
brought up to choose your friends wisely 
friends come first - you choose them, you’re in control 

moved around a lot 
happy being here - confront from home and family 
people you’ve known forever 
home is the community of people I know 

a place of belonging 

Wendell Ferguson 
rocks and trees 
alienation from the landscape 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kKwFUSpQObc 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kKwFUSpQObc
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‘clutching at these silly trivial remnants of my past… and who I won’t get to 
be’ (37) 
a lot of it is about figuring out who she really is 

why she chooses to go back 
can’t function on her own 
her only option is to go back where someone can take care of her 
so now what am I going to do while I’m waiting to die 

so she decides to live her life - even if it’s short 

she miserable for much of the winter 
one happy birthday with Gimp - but she not able to call it wonderful 

I’m going to go out in a blaze of glory (p100) 
idea of a swift and certain death held a confront - uncertain life is much more 
unsettling 

false bravado 
Allie and Char are parts of her personality 
moments when she acts out as one or the other - other times she consolidates and 
figures out who she is 

Oxford ENG 
walking around with cousin 
guy walks up and asks about her accent - from Ohio!!! 

loved the way she named her tumours 
funny - gallows humour - and coming to terms with that they are a part of her - 
coping mechanism 

‘made her notice… shades of beauty… stop looking for truth and seeing 
meaning’ (p300) 
as opposed to finding truth and meaning both 

we are all dying and only the lucky ones realize it 
we don’t talk about it 
isolate ourselves from it 
when we appreciate our mortality it changes the way we live our lives 
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not experienced someone going through a long term illness and dying 
i don’t know how I’d react or respond 
what would I do 
life questions - quite profound and major decisions to think about 
starting to think about 

residency exercise 
draw life line 
important events -  
put an X for where you thought you are 
draw a line half an inch from the X - that where you going to die 
experience of having a terminal illness - what you do to someone when you give 
them a terminal diagnosis 

glad to hear that doctors get that 

subplot of post death 
the funeral industry 
monopolistic kind of scumbag operation locally 
buddhist monks trying to be contra  
more fun in the book 

another missed opportunity 
beautiful description of labour and birth 
but not the same for her death 
‘death is not the opposite o life - death is the opposite of birth’ 
Crow drawing her own boundaries - keep something private 
but we were working up to it 

sudden death vs ailing through death 
people don’t just die all at once 

even when you’re dying - there are still moments of life 
friend - dancing with a friend in his wheelchair 
the joy of that moment 

THEME - bravado 
swinging - (Robbie……..) 
social justice fight - when the world is broken, we have no choice, take matters 
into our own hands (police be no help so they have to fight their own battle) 
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Cold War 
Mom had a plan 
decided she would take Cathy to the car - and do any with both via carbon 
monoxide 
once she had a plan then she was fine with it 
she had a death plan she had control over 
‘Letting go isn't liberating - its a gruesom process of coming undone’ (p203) 
CBC Tapestry broadcast:  https://www.cbc.ca/radio/thecurrent/the-current-for-
june-6-2019-1.5163833/how-to-die-well-what-david-maginley-has-learned-
from-counselling-hundreds-on-their-deathbeds-1.5163850 

How complicated it gets - medical perspective 
sample interview question for med school 
Scenario: middle aged female living with ALS, comfortable, spoken her wishes, 
no life support … let me die if I get that sick 
develops bladder infection - very treatable 
too late getting there so have to give her life support for two days to get her back 
to where she was 
do you put her on life support? 
Interesting - points to the need for good communications with the substitute 
decision maker 

MAID (Medical Assistance in Dying) 
thank goodness for the Quebec ruling on necessary conditions 
death need not be imminent 
personal control over how and when to die 

torn - personal experience with suicide 
the cause of the want would have gone away 
have to have a longer term view of things 

problem with debilitating depression 
it was going to keep coming back 
came out of one - said never again 

we need to question 
we pay for MAID drugs 
but not pay fully for HIV or diabetes drugs that will prevent the disability or 
illness 

Tapestry with John O’Donoghue 

https://www.cbc.ca/radio/thecurrent/the-current-for-june-6-2019-1.5163833/how-to-die-well-what-david-maginley-has-learned-from-counselling-hundreds-on-their-deathbeds-1.5163850
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/thecurrent/the-current-for-june-6-2019-1.5163833/how-to-die-well-what-david-maginley-has-learned-from-counselling-hundreds-on-their-deathbeds-1.5163850
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/thecurrent/the-current-for-june-6-2019-1.5163833/how-to-die-well-what-david-maginley-has-learned-from-counselling-hundreds-on-their-deathbeds-1.5163850
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On dying a good death 
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/tapestry/tapestry-at-25-irish-poet-john-o-
donohue-1.5308905 

OTHER ITEMS… 

Hospice Muskoka 
librarian duties 
looking for books 
two libraries 
lending - on death and dying and grief and such 
travelling -  

IFOA 
Sunday November 3rd @ noon 
Amy Spurway with Anakana Schofield 
Enid can’t attend this year, but other might be interested in attending 
https://festivalofauthors.ca/events/reading-conversation-anakana-schofield-
and-amy-spurway 

AFTER some people had left… 

Discussion about Anthrax in Bison population 
NWT Anthrax Emergency Response Plan 
https://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/sites/enr/files/file_reports/139_file.pdf 

https://www.cbc.ca/radio/tapestry/tapestry-at-25-irish-poet-john-o-donohue-1.5308905
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/tapestry/tapestry-at-25-irish-poet-john-o-donohue-1.5308905
https://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/sites/enr/files/file_reports/139_file.pdf

